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ABSTRAC'F OF
PLANNING ASPECTS OF POLLUTION CONTROL
Pollution control and abatement has become a national
social goal but improvement impeded by lack of adequate
resource allocation. The uncertainties of technology.
financing, nature, politics, law and institutionalism
must be evaluated by corporate and government planners
to find long-run solutions. The evaluation of the
sensitivity of planning recommendations to the uncertainty
involved in this multi-variate problem, along with national
economic shifts caused by alternative abatement funding
programs is critical in formulating the "best" plan to
engure succeSB of the national program.
ii
PREFACE
Purpose. The purpose of this paper is to provide an
analytical framework for planning for pollution control
and abatement. The first part of the paper presents the
basic statutory, technical, and institutional problem
and progress to date in developments in these areas. The
second part deals with the ramifications of decisions by
planners and program executors and shows that ultimate
environmental well-being is greatly dependent upon the
future technologic, legal, and sociologic progress of
planners in coping" with the variables involved. The
final section suggests a set of critical que~tions which
must be considered by planners in drawing their conclusions
for recommended actions.
Background presented and research completed relates
only to water pollution, however, the conclusions drawn
pertinent to the field are also considered applicable to
the problems of air pollution and solid waste disposal.
No particular em~1asis has been made on local, state or
regionul pollution regulation as this is SO specialized
and changing so rapidly as to require dny-to-day familiarity
to insure proper action by planner~.
iii
.§o~rce5.. All types of sources--ranging from technical
works, to federal studies, to sociologic treatises to "se'll"
clean environmen~--wcre researched. Bibliographic entries
include only those which most directly contributed to
learning and are considered are worthy of study.
Aside from legal and newspaper references, the sources,
in generql, are tied to a specific purpose, i.e., federal
reports and studies to use within government, technical
and area studies to evaluation of the situation and others
to convincing the public that a precarious balance of
nat'ure is about to be destroyed and. therefore, requires
immediate action. All fall short of suggesting feasible
methods of resource allocation leading to solution of the
pollution problem.
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PLANNING ASPECT'S OF POLLUTION CONTROL
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Today, almost any American can recite a great many
veritie~ about the problems of pollution of our waters.
Only a short time ago this would not have been true,
and for those who then considered pollution a significant
problem, it was a problem of obtaining the opportunity to
tell their story to the public--better yet, having tne
opportunity to have the public listen and heed the advice
that was being offered. 'I'hus, whon this resenrch effort
was begun, it seemed obvious that the principal problrun
was that of providing planning criteria for creating
aw<,\reness of the situation, as well as technical
delimitation of the problem, econrnnic alternatives
available, and the manner in which to go nbout presenting
theRe to the paying public.
Over the ensuin~, months, however, the first of 'these
has been well advertised by the media---esscnt.ially macL
tmn<.'~ceR~a.cy since mo~t every mo.jol~ comnHlnication~ media
uses some time or space in ench i~aue to discuss the
1
environmental problems: be it pollution, pollution control,
or pollution abatement. Thus, it becomes apparent to
anyone researching t11is area that volumes can (and have)
been written concerning the subject, and so this paper is
limited to a brief examination of the historic background
and their projects. Accordingly, planning considerations
must therefore be recognized und incorporated by government
officials and corporate executives to insure that the
'formerly II free r€~source" of clean waters is available 1n
the future.
With the virtual notoriety which has been attached
to pollution in the United States recently, there is
little cause to attempt to justify the need for a study
of this nature. The pace of efforts being made in the
political bodies and in the public press is such as to
jillstify any efforts to determine how to live with the
world of reality and with the determined goals of the
social structure to provide ourselves with improved water
resources in the very ncar future. Although arguments
might be mZlde that the natural actions of the world
envi.ronmont will be sufficient to cope with man's
a ttemptf3 to de,c.troy his habiLll:. this view is L1rgely
2
held in disdain, and for this reason, this study originates
fran the point th~t there is sufficient reason to dedicate
resources to an effort to reverse the polluting actions
of the past generations of the world, and in particular,
the industrial and highly urbanized economy of the
United States.
A further objective is to question whether those
cities and industries charged with lethargy and refusal
to act are guilty, or whether they have simply not found
the technology or funds to cope with the problem. If
this is true or not becomes a side issue to the basic
theme which is to enunciate the critical questions which
must be asked and evaluated by those responsible for
pollution planning.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
The recent publicity awarded to pointing up the
criticality of the state of pollution leads one quickly
to a conclusion that solution is a mere resource allocation
problem. Such allocation appears necessary to restore
ecological balance. However, the problem is recognized
as complex when ecology is defined as the mix of life
forms and their environment. Can we easily determine
what mix should be--or how to provide or restore that mix?
It has been stated that the problem ~s largely solved
since the public has become so aware of the situation
that the resolve to act is present, and it is merely a
matter of forcing the appropriate authorities to spending
of moniBs to the cleanup campaign. Honey, along with
reasonable amounts of time, are supposedly going to
solve the problem.
When:'!, then does one obtain the money? Argum.nts
arc presen.ted that trlC busine8~ firm, or tl18 local, state,
or national government must bear the co!:t of eliminating
the f:crious causer," of pollution of tl1c cnvironrnen t.
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Similar, but less convincing Grg~1ents ar~ presented
regarding the seemingly simple question of which element
of society must be the first one t.O "set the example"
for others. In some respects, this latter argument has
been answered by President Nixon's Executive Order
which will require all national government agencies to
act prior to 1973 in the cleanup campaign. 1 Jus.t; now
effective this may be/howev~r, is sUbject to some
speculation, for the same lethargies and lack of funds
which have characterized the failures o'f state and local
governments to comply with court orders for improvements
in water treatment, will undoubtedly be evident for
federal agencies.
It is interesting to historically review the
difficulty of obtaining funds wi thin the federal government
for projects of this nature, and it is also informative
because we can see the typical pattern ~)ich may be
expected now. It might even be that the current nced
for fund;; for pOllution control \\'i11 be more difficult
in view of the overall government goal of reducing
nonproductive expenditurc;s in a tiqhtening budcJet and <:l
slowly declining economy_
5
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As early as 1869, the Navy reported that the New York
Navy Yard was troubled by pollution:
The fact that a very large tract of lund
has its natural drainage through the yard,
the right of way for this drainage reserved
for the city, and the formation of the
surrounding land such as to render it
impossible, except at enormous expense, to
discharge the contents of the public sewers
outside the limits of the yard, is now a
grave injury. Ves8els newly coppered, lying
near the discharge of these sewers, require
almost recoppering in a few months, caused
by the acidE from manufacturing establish-
ments and other chemical agents. 2
Attempts were being made at that time to obtain the
required funds from Congress to solve this problem through
the placement o~ sewers, but it was not until thirteen
years later, in 1882, that the Secret-ry of the Navy was
able to report progress, and at the same time, to report
continuing problems:
Until the sewer a;..,thOl.:-ized to be built
across the yard to the East Rivor is
cOll1pleted, t11e sewerage of the north-
eastern portion of t.he city of Brooklyn
must continue to be emptied into the
waterfront of thi8 yard to the greClt
injury of ~ie ch~nnel, impairment of
its l.imited watexfront, destructive of
property, and detrimental to health. 3
F'inally, in 1884, the SccrctLiry was able to repor l in
his annual report to the President that the sewer system
complete, and that the problem \..,ras solv8d. 4
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Two important points are c0ntained in this brief
description of a federal agency problem. The first is
that the agency had u genuine need and desire to reduce
the pollution at the waterfront to escape the time and
cost of recoppering ships' hulls, but even so, was
frustrated for a lengthy 15 years in accomplishing the
task. The more important point, however, is that the
pollutants were diverted from the area which solved the
local problem for the Navy, but still did not provide an
area-wide or long term solution. In a broad sense, this
has been the historic method of coping with the problem
of pollution--pass the problem dO\ffi-river to another area.
We have be<em fortunate that most of our waterways have
had the capacity to absorb these effluents with so little
problem, but now some are not able to do so! It is easy
to understand why assimilative capacity has been exceeded
since the Mississippi River waters are ingested to
municipal or industrial W"Clter systems 34 times during
. fl f tl . d 1 1 f . 5~ ts ow -rom- 1e upper l\1~ \-;cst to t 18 Cu - or ME'!x~co,
or that the Ohio Riv(~r waters arc used 14 times between
the hC(lcl\'/at"ers and the confJ,.uc _Ice with t.he Missi.ssippi
in Illinois. 6
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A more recent example of governmental delay is that
of Detroit in the sixties. This example, however, displays
city lethargy and federal impotence. At a hearing concerning
the Detroit River, city official~ adamantly refused to
inaugurate secondary waste treatment to the city's daily
6.5 million pounds of sewerage because of the costs involved.
House Minority Leader, Gerald Ford, commented at the hearing
'th.at the city was engaging in horse-and-b\lggy economy and
drastically diminishing Detroit's development. However,
the city did not then take corrective action.?
The historic solution of pa8sing effluents downstream
is a major reason that the pre~ent situation exists. If
downstream outlets had been unavailable, or if out-falls
had been required to be upstream from municipal or
industrial intakes for water supplies, much more permQnent
solutions to treatment of wastes would have been developed
long before now. First, the user would not have been able
to accept the quality of water being brought into ~le
process, and secondly, public pressures would havo been
such uS to force the industry and governmental unit to
instaLl and operate high quality t-rc<:t.tment systems.
8
But, since this did noe happen, we find outsclves
with innumerable groups at this late stage in our national
development pressuring the establishment for radical and
instantaneous changes in t118 manner wastes are handled.
Why has this happenGd? One writer has surunarized that:
It is difficult to persuade local voters
to supply the necessary funds for sewerage
treatment plants ~1en it is generally the
downstream cities that will benefit from
the appropriation. Vast national waterways
are polluted because citizens and local
governments have shrugged off their
responsibilities. 8
Beyond this, there was no re<lson to evoke public
concern, since our streams and runoff areas had the
capacity to absorb effluents without causing major
problems for dOvffistream wa ter users. Also, there was
a general lack of problem recognition since our media
had not written convincingly of the problem, prior to
about 1955. There were innumerable technical references,
intended for the technically-minded individual, read
by them, and used by them in conducting their own limited
interest studies, or used as foundations for the develop-
ment of engineering plans and actions. It is aiDo filirly
easy to find rather old gOlJernment documents which allude
to, or evan directly address the problem of water pollution,
9
of 9argon not readily understood,but these too, are full j
. d to executive agencies
or are voluminous reports 5ubm~tte
and/or congres~ional committees, as a study to support
or defeat actions proposed--0ut of little interest to
the general public. A third group of writings are
available whieh were written for and by conservationists
as propagandu. Some of these \>lritings might have been
the vehicle for creation of wide public awareness of the
problem, but were often written in such extreme doomsday
language that they were rejected out of hand by the
general public. Some were SO narrowly written that
unless the reader was par.ticularly interested in a limited
activity or limited geographic area that there was no
non-parochial interest ~latsoevcr. As a generalization,
literature in the field prior to the early fifties was
of such limited interest, or so slanted for a particular
use, tbat the general public had no sound basis on ~iich
to form a pro or con opinion. One further gencralization--
until the public becomes at least somewhat aware of a
solution through the enormity of it, there cannot be
effcctiV!.'~ writing provided to widen the recognition--thcsc
last few months have more than adequately taken care of
the aWQrencss problem in the United States.
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Even now that there is a general cognizance that our
waterways must be cleaned if we expect to enjoy the
continued use of this so-called natural resource, there
is little general knowledge of the problem specifics.
Moreover, in some cases, there is amply no precise scientific
knowledge of what the pollutants are, or how to cope with
them in treatment, A listing of a few examples of the
amounts of effluents in our waters will help to understand
the magnitude of the probleD:
1. About one million tons of oil are spilled
into thG oceans each year. 9
2. Approximately o~e-tenth of one percent of
all the oil transported in ships is lost over the side
during loading, unloading, or ballast-dcballast operations
annually. 10
3. The Detroi.t River, flowing into Lake Erie,
carries the largely untreated sewerage of the city of
Detroit plus an estimated 19,000 gallons of oil. 100,000
pounds of iron, 200,000 pounds of acids, and 2 million
pounds of chemical salts .11
4. Kansas City, ,Ka:ls-as, has a populi:ltion of less
than 200,000, but dumps domcr::tic and i.ndustrial WLls'tcs
11
into the Missouri River, equivalent to an urban area
of three-quarters of a million. 12
This listing could go on and on, but these examples
should be sufficient to convince anyone that the problem
is real! Is it any wonder that experts believe that it
may be too late to overcome the damaged environmen't in
places like Lake Erie?
At this point, it must also be mentioned that some
environmental experts believe that the natural lakes,as
we know them. were doomed to being filled and becoming
a part of the land mass through purely natural occurrences,
but only over periods of millions of years of time. It
seems that the actions of man are such that this process
of filling in the lakes is magnified such that the natural
processes which add to environment are being overcome to
the point where this process has become a natural
detriment inslead of a natural asset.
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CHAPTER III
LEGISLATIVE ANTI-POLLUTION ACTION
The modern beginning of national legislative action
to stem the pollution from the country begins about the
turn or the century. From then until now, rather slow
progress has been made in updating, granting enforcement
power, and defining the needs of cleaning up our waters.
The pace of federal legislative activity is pointed up
by the fact that the congress considered over 100 bills
after 1900, before passage of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act (FWPCA), in 1956. 1 Of course, not all of
the earlier bills were proposing an FWPCA, however, they
were intended to grant the executive branch of the govern-
ment additional authority to limit the pollution of our
waters. 2
Beyond the bills not passed, there were a series
of laws over the years which had attempted to reduce
pollution, however, most of them suffered from lack of
enforc(~ent mechanisms with enough power EO be effective,
lack of authorizations for per~onnel, lack of funds for
research and lack of funds for en forcement. Briefly,
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the earlier acts included the so-called Refuse Act of
1889, which required anyone dumping refuse into navigable
waters to have a permit. 3 It has seldom been strictly
enforced, and the maximum penalty is a fine of $2.500.
Some research was authorized in the Public Health Service
Act of 1912, but it is debatable whether this has been
of a magnitude to even approximate the required amount
of investigation. In 1948, congressional action was initiated
to put the government more strongly into pol~ution control,S
but this, too, was a limited item, and again, did not give
much enforcement capability to the agencies of the federal
government. The speci f ie pollut ion of waters b,Y oil was
the subject of the Oil Pollution Act of 1924,6 and a
follow-on act of 1961. 7
Today, as previously mentioned, the primary law is
the 1956 FWPCA as amended in 1961, 1965, and 1966. Along
with the Clean Water Restoration Act of 1966,8 the FWPCA
has develcped sizable fedcrul authorizC1tions for water
research and development, and has given some teeth to
the enforcement procedures avail~b18. Authorization for
construction of treatment plant~ tot~J_~ 3.4 billion
dollars OVE~r a four year period, along with rescilrch
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and development authorizations of about a half billion
dollars. The law requires federally approved water quality
standards, and gives to states the prime responsibility
for enforcement, but permits the federal agencies to step
in with enforcement action if the states fail to act.
Although weaknesses yet remain which essentially mean
that sufficient action cannot be forced in the near
time frame, it is most significant that the clamor in
congress, when President Johnson asked for an annual
expenditure of $300 million for both air and water
pollution control in '67, turned out to be far louder
than the qui.et acquiescence of the legislators when
President Nixon proposed a billion dollar expenditure
for water purification alone, in '69.
In February of 1970, tlle administration presented a
new package to congress asking for major changes in the
pOllution control laws. lO The most important portions
of the request include legislative action to require that:
1. The allocation of funds should be on a
"most urgent n(:'!ed" basis--that is as deemed appropriate
to el.iminate the "'Jon.; t pl:oblems fir~3t, instead of reacting
to tl spate of sponsored "pork-barrel" legislCition.
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2. The law require water treatment plants
partially funded by federal loans or grants meet federal
water quality standards and be operated by licensed
operators. {Very few locales presently require any
operator to be professionally licensed.}
3. Fees for treatment of industrial wastes must
be charged to the polluting activity.
4. Violations of quality standards, or the
dumping of non-approved, or unknown effluents by
industrial activities, be considered sufficient for
court action.
5. Fines of up to $10,000 per day be authorized
to be charged to violators.
6. The Secretary of the Interior be provided
with subpeona power and injunctive au.thorizlltion.
7. will extend the area and types of waterways
included in pollution control treatment, standards and
enforcement requirements.
'I'he outcome of these requested modLfica t.ion s in the
law will naturiJlly playa large part in determining how
effective the i.mmediate futurE. of the drive for clear
wa ters may be. Wi l:hout some st.:,iffoning of the laylS as
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proposed, hopes for rapid improvement are less certain
than if the congress puts these proposals into force.
With, however, this being an election year, there is a
distinct possibility that the House and Senate will pass
differing pieces of legislation, each body in essence
trying to outdo the other in terms of trying to clean up
the land. If this does happen, the conference which
would be required to iron out differences may well result
~n little or no action.
State and municipal laws are diverse, rapidly changing
and many times, obtuse. No specific discussion is made
here due to tho scope ~1ich must be limited. Any planner
who is working in or around a specific area will, of
necessity, have to be cognizanL of these laws. He must,
however, take primary cognizunce of the federal law which
will usually be controlling--and especially controlling
for grants or loans for construction of new or modernization
of sewerage treatment facilitiefi.
Even if this YCtlr I S legi,'31ativc activity does not
result in a disruptive influence <:1,'3 outli.ned above, the
poten tial for political abu~.lc, in-fightLng, and "por}~-1Jarrl2l"
tactic~ will remain quite high.
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Since:
Water quality control (is) most difficult
of solution because it requires U1e
striking of a delicate balance between
varied conflicting interests, all having
substantial social weight, and all long
urged with great fervor,ll
we must expect the probability of legislative conflict
throughout the pollution campaign.
19
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CHAPTER IV
PROGRESS IN POLLUTION CONTROL
Financial, technical and sociological progress is
being made in abating or controlling pollution. From
any of these parochial points, however, the present state
of affairs is not as bad as is afton claimed, and it is
also not as good as might be hoped. This conclusion stems
from a perspective of comparing competing needs within
the nation, and it also considers priority of application
of resources. Progress made under the existing laws and
under the present financial arrangements during the pust
few years has shown il trend toward achieving a SUfficiency
of action. Disagreements with this point of view dispute
the propriety of decisions relating to the application of
scarce national resources, and do not particularly dispute
the method of funding pollution abatement of control systems.
An eV<llua-tion of present clay progress must assess
ull three elemen ts; tcchnoloC] ical, economic, and t11C
sociological Q.C;pCCU3, to undcrst;:lnd both where we <:1re, ilnd
where we need to go in the neur term.
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First, let us look at the technological aspects of
the problem as it is known today. Further, in order to
do this, we must review waste treatment systems which
service municipal systems, industrial plants, and marine
units. This breakdown ignores those urban areas which are
served by individual units (septic tanks), however,
municipalities which are so served must recognize that
it will be essential to install some more modern method
of sewage treatment in the near future, and arc thus
already burdened for improvement. Many areas presently
served by septic tanks are experiencing difficulties due
to one or more technical factors. This includes poor
percolation, direct pollution of water supplies through
runoff into wells or underground waterways, and inadequute
lot size for minimum absorption of the outflow.
Presently, our urban population is concentrated in
city areas in which 15% of wastes receive no treatmentj
30% receive only primary treatment; another 40% receive
secondary or tertiary treatmcnt; and, the rcma.-inder of
wastc::s are not even served by f.:ewagc systc~ms.1 1'hc,,8
figures compare' very favorably with Lh(~ sl.t:ua.tion in the
late 19408 when the urbun population had (a) half u~:>ing
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either septic tanks or collection systems which tenlinatea
~n direct outflows to open streamsj (b) a quarter served
by primary treatment plunts; and (c) a quarter of its
wastes treated by secondary or tertiary plants. 2 Further,
advancements in processing of organic wastes through one
of the more advanc8d types of plants or through plants
incorporating combinations of the usual treatment methods
has become very efficient.
Progress in dispersing industrial wastes has not
been quite so successful, since the ~~stes are (1) more
difficult to eliminatc; and (2) technically more diverse
in dispersal requirements. The normal municipal treatment
plants can handle many of tho effluents handily, and do
so within the present system. In addition, governmental
agencies have been applying pressures to corporations in
improving efficiency or installing waste treatment
facilities. Growing aVlareness on the part of corporate
mana9crs and planners has <11so been inr'.'trumcntal in
brine.; illg about improv8men ts. ~-,Jorking group" of mun icipal,
regional and corpora te ~)l<lnncr~; has proven effectivu in
many C~lSC~'. For instance, the 20 yuars sjnce the mlio River
SaniLl tion Compuc t (OF1.Sl\NCO) Wil. tel: qULt} ,L ty managemcnt
23
system has been in operation huB seen great improvements
in the Ohio River valley, which comprises the ORSANCO
area. 3 This area has had virtually every im~ginab1e
pollutant, from human wastes to hard chemicals, with
agricultural wastes, and barge spills and all of these
in a complex urban concentration which becomes more
populous over time. Like most others, the ORSANCO
area has not been able to achieve complete elimination
of pollution, but the cooperation of governments and
industries from nine states working in concert is
proving effective.
Two problems have become well publicized in recent
years, the long run damage of c1wnping non-degradable
materials, and the cu~mulative effects of increasing
amounts of wastes on our watcrway~. The awareness of
these problems has resulted in penni [-Li.ng, or even
requiring ongoing water quality evaluutions by authorities.
Because of thesc evaluations, both industry and governmental
boJics huvc been i'l.pplyin r] more rGsourc~s [:0 improvements.
Although progress cannot, of course, be nlcasurcd by
monetary cxpcnditu:l.cs alone, bot.h govcrnrnc~nt ().nd indut'try
hLlS doull1cc1 investment in pollution control in the lust
15 years.
24
/ Aside from the dumping of the usual municipal and
industrial wastes in our coastal and international seaways,
we must look at the direct marine pollution. We are all
familiar with the Torrey Canyon grounding, the Santa
Barbara and offshore Louisiana oil spills of the near
past. These spectacular incidents dramatize the pollution
from oil, and has been previously mention'0d, there are
approximately one million metric tons of oil spilled each
year just through minor leaks in ships, oil wells and
pipelines, and through pumping of bilges over the side
by ships. This area seems not to be progressing, even
at the rate of the increase in shipping, therefore, we
are undoubtedly dumping even more oily wastes in to tf1C
seas each year since world shipping is growing at a rate
of 9% per year. S
All is not gloomy, however, for th@re have been moves
made to decrease the pol,Lution. Probably the most
si.gnificant have been in the tanker fleets. A few years
ago, many tanker operators began udding detergents to
ballast water instead of merely balla!:'ting und deballasting
the sea wa tcr. 'rhc;~re we re two purposes to th:i.!:' cJlo.nge,
the first being a need to reduce the amount of oil pumped
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t were complaining and
governmen 5
eonvention
The second was that
4 and amended in 1966.adopted in 195 ,
• k' down tanks
. detergents In wasulng
by the expedient of USlng
the addition of detergent
before ballagting, or through
c1eaning of the tanks which
to ballast water, there was a
l in port using costly shorehad previously been done on Y
. l' gaging in transport. Oflabor and causlng de ay In en
overboard as more and more
. ~ r the oil pollution
threatening actlon unce
course, the detergent problem has become known as beipg
of perhaps greater significance than the oil in terms
of detriment to marine organisms, and thus there has been
a search for improvements to cope wj.th the new situation. 6
Recent developments in stripping tanks, and so-called
load-an-top procedures are solving some of the problem.
The offshore oil rigs arc regulated by both state and
federal statute, ana if these laws are observed, most
Officials feel that there is little possibility of running
into serious pollution problems from this source. Further
developments may bQ expected u!:".; t1,C oi.l produc0.J.:s und
industrial representatives continue to build better and
more efficient. mechani.srns for their use on ship.s.
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/ Progress should soon be evident in this, however,
for the federal government 11as established requirements
for research, planning and action by the Coast Guard,
Corps of Engineers, the Federal Water Pollution Control
Authority, and the Bureau of Mines (and has funded these)
to control pollution incidents.?
Thermal pollution has an influence on the ecology
of our waterways, and results in environmental change.
The specific results of various levels of thermal pollution
is not completely kno"Wn, but through both improvQj technology
for efficiency of plant operation and through statutory
requirements we see recent changes which are believed to
Cause less potential damage than earlier plants. For
the present, our scientists are uncertain as to the
effects of thE.rmal pollution. Normal case studies have
.investigated only the temperature variable instead of
considering the possible synergistic effects of pollutants
of other kinds (solids, bacteria) and salinity changes
with the temperature change. 8
Even with improvemellts throughout various segments
of society, thn critico.l it m if"; a need for improved
knowledge of the situation and for "detailed con~Lllt-:ltion
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and Cooper~tion among plunners, geologists, and public
health experts at the local level to achieve environmentQl
quality levclE. TI1is is rarely achieved at the present
time. ,,9
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CHAPTER V
PLANNER'S CONSIDERATIONS NECESSARY
At best, planning is an e~ercise in recommending
choices for future action with a certain amount of
imperfect knowledge and varying degrees of uncertainty.
In the case of planning for water quality, pOllution abate-
ment, and pollution control, the variables probably range
over as wide a scope of possibilities as any other. l They
include:
1. The randomness of nature. 'rhe natural act ions
of water flow, self-purification, change of environmental
temperature or str.eam oxygen content arc subject to change,
and even small changes can cause significant cha.nges in
resulting natural activity.
2. Our ignorance of nature.
3. The effects of system failures. The results
of a treatment plant or sewerage system failure will depend
heavily on the severity of failure, t:he systems I operating
characteristics (series operRtion or single stage operation),
and the posR~bility of multi-stage f~ilurcs.
4. The variable; technical chanqp. in capability.
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5. The changing economic situation.
6. The change .in government due tQ political changes
in atti tude.
7. The institutional changes which modify public
attitudes tOward long-term projects.
8. The shift in law and its application over time.
The planner must evaluate each of these, and formulate
decisions which tend to minimize the negative aspects of
one or more area changes and permit the basic plan go on
to providing a good solution to his problem. More detailed
discussion of some variables follow to illustrate specific
considerations which must be made.
Cause for action. Tho current spotlight is from groups
pressuring for environmental improvement on philosophic
and aesthetic grounds. Although pressure of this nature
can be rejected as not sound for the Rlanner, its force
should not be underestimated. Those group-s should not be
expected to respond in a rational manner to technologic
or economic veri.ti:.s which may be reason for delay of
action by an organization cited as a major polluter.
Both corpm:at.e and government plannC:I::smust be wary
of over-reaction in re!=;ponsc t"O r r(::;ssurc groups.
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Re?l.ction
will normally result in decisions tending to yield early,
short term, and/or high returns, but can lead to possible
long-'run irreversible damage to the environment. Some
of the detergents and pesticides provide pointed examples.
Pressures resulting from "perceived need" for these products
was instrumental in market introduction, wide distribution
and overuse without thorough testing. Some cautionary
flags were presented rather early in their use, but several
years elapsed before adequate damage results were widely
recognized. The consequent regulatory actions may, again,
have been over-reaction--cornplete banning of specific
materials. in some states. Complete speci.fic data for
decision to ban or use these products in the complex
socio-technologic environment are not available. Even
today, some responsible people are convinced t.hat no real
damage is the result of detergent pollutants. ~1ese
spokesman cohcede that the aesthetic prohlem C'xists., and
further, that something must be done about it, but the
lack of specific proof of direct dam~ge is the key to
their position.
Conversely, an over-reaction to pressure may force
some producLs off the mark.et b(~ca'Us of suspicion or
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partial evidence of degrading the environment when, in fact,
they are safe and of benefit to our life system. In
earlier times, there was not the recognition that the free
resource of water would, or even could, someday, be over-
burdened to the extent that we would find it imperative
and extremely costly to remedy the situation. We must
neithe·r under- nor over-reuct to the clean-up stimulus.
Once again. the earlier comment regarding decisions
based on immediate high returns are appropriate. The
least cost 'fix' will normally be accepted as a problem
solution when the long term result might be that of living
with more far reaching problems. The us(;.~ of benefit-cos t
analysis within the government sector is important, but
the evaluation of uncertainty in the equations is critical.
The nation's social goal of pollution control has
been clearly established. Our planner must carefully avoid
pressure reaction, and just as carefully select viable
alternatives for clean up action.
TechnQ.loCfY..~ Along with the conE-;ideriltion of what
equipment to install, what growth rate to anticipate for
the organization, and what cost is :fcils.i.1Jly expended in
the abatement effort, the more critical. items of people and
data must be accounted for.
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Estimates have been made that every sanitary engineering
graduate for the next decade will be needed by the federal
government. 2 This is symptomatic of skilled operators as
well. Technology, then, must either develop system~ which
require no human operation and maintenance, or systems
must be selected which are simple enough to be properly
operated by less skilled labor expected to be available.
Secondly, proper and complete data on which to base
decisions must be available. In Pennsylvania, Kentucky,
Ohio and West Virginia, officials insist that acid drainage
from mines is the worst pollution problem.3' By itself,
this is not sufficient data for planning, but is typical
of the so-called G1a ta which is available for planners. We
must continue to take measurements, investigate sources of
pollution, and then evaluate curative measures.
~unsting. The manner by which control. efforts are
funded will have a high degree of significance on how well
the job is done, how soon is gets done, and even whether
or not it gets done. Neglecting for the moment the legal
implications of an organization dragging its feet over
abatement, it should bG carefully not~d th~t marginnl
operation~:; of an industry segmont. simply cannot. remain
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competitive with the added costs of abatement devices which
are most efficient. Additionally, state and local govern-
ments are already having difficulty obtaining voter approval
for new, high cost bond issues.
The financial costs of implementing pollution control
and abatement are almost staggering. Projected capital
requirements for upgrading mun~cipal plants amounts to
three quarters of a billion dollars per year, operating
costs are another quarter of a million dollars per year
without upgrading, and industrial firms will have to spend
a like amount every year to cope with their problems under
the present laws. 4 It should be noted th~t this does not
take into account the costs of planning and operating the
federal, state, municipal and regional organizations which
are necessary to provide an ongoing bureaucracy in this field.
These costs, when compared to the national b"Jdgct or
to industry profits, do not appear to be impossible to
attain. After all, government costs are less than 1% of
the federal budget, and industry costs w:Lll be less than 2%
of th(~ir profil~s.5 Howevp.r, federal agencies are cutting
expenditures l local and 8tatc government:s ('Ire overloadc;d
with l"n_cesGary" costly projectf:, and industry is undergoing
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~erious economic disruption, and is reluctant to make major
investment in programs which are not likely to show immediate
return on inve'stment. This reluctance was one recurrent
theme in the 1966 House Subcommittee hearings on pollution. 6
Let us examine in some detail the possibilities for funding
abatement programs and view the results on the economy.
Resources are normally availab~e for this type of
a program through the mechanism of the price system,
local or state tax programs, or through federal funding.
The normal result is that cosns accrue to one given income
group depending on tho funds source chosen, the cost-of-
business !3ource to low income groups, state and local tax
funding to middle incomG groups, and federal tax funding
to higher income groups.
One -ehrust of the 1970 administration's legislative
anti-pOllution package is that business must absorb its
own clean up costs. Th8re can be little doubt that now
having established abatement as a nationwide social '9oal,
the long-term vlill require the industry t:o contribute to
the social good by paying ib5 own clean up tab. If full
c).ean-up costs are instantly charged to the polluter,
two rosult:;; occur. First, the lower income groups arc
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proportionaLe·ly harder hit than others, and second, there
can be significant overall economic results.
Low income groups are penalized in that virtually
all consumer prices increase, and since they spend all of
their income (as opposed to saving some portion as the
higher groups do), these poor will pay a higher percentage
of income toward control of abatement than others. Spocific
assessment cannot be made since it is uncertain how much
of our output from heavy polluting industries is sold
directly or indirectly to the poor.
Within industry, several POSf.! ibili ties arise. The
monopoly or oligopoly passes on cost to thG consumer who
has no alternate source of these particulnr goods--the
resul t is a rise in cost of living for the con[~umer,(but
if sales units remain const.ant), no loss in profi.t for the
manufacturer. In industry segments characterized by some
largo, some small producers a very di'ffcrent. result occurs.
Companies engaged in paints, chemicals, leather goods,
apparel, textiles, light metals, stone and clay products,
and light metals, faJ.l into this category.
Hany of the small:r organi.zati.ons in these fields are,
in econom ·,e terms, mi'l.rginal producers, u.nd when the costs
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of pollution control are added to the price of their product,
would find that they could not compete. This results from
the basic 'fact that larger companies can take advantage of
the economies of scale, and in-house technical capabilities.
to keep 'the added COsts to a minimum. Particularly within
the abatement area, such economies exist, to an even greater
extent than in many production activities. Thus, the smaller
companies are likely not to be able to profitably continue
in business.
Regardless of the method of funding used, many re'sultant
changes to the economy will occur. Most. of these will not
become immediately apparent, however, for action in this
field will not happen wil:h the rapidity of a new income
tax, or a new specific item tax, but rather, will accrue
over time as the abatemer\t devicef.; arc' installed in the
industries affected, and as they modify prices to offset
the additional costs. Planners should be awal~e of the
longer run affects, however, in order to keep economic
disruptions at the lowest possible level, or <:l.t lcai'3t to
permit industry to be aware of and plan for change.
A second method of payinq for th.c pollution control
and uba:tcm .nt programs is through tax progra.l11~ of local
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and state governments. This will primarily place the burden
of payment on the middle income groups since property taxes
are the normal source of revenue. Lower income groups, once
again, are somewhat victimized since they indirectly contribute
to the local tax structure through rent paid for housing.
These people, however; do not contribute a proportionate
share through rents since they live in older, lower valued
homes} paying lower tuxes.
The higher income group, however, tends to have escape
clauses in the local realty tax structure which mea.ns in
the long run that they do not pay their proportionate shar e
of the local tax. There is, of course, a sizable input to
local taxes from industrial .'>ources, since they usually p<1Y
property ta.x for occupied land. Here again, there are
many instances of reductions in order to entice these
enterprises to the area the local government, and state
governments offer a certain number of years of tax free,
or tax reduced occupancy.
Not to be overlooked in this category is the fact
that local and state expenditures arc usually made to the
local economy (laws often require tJlil t f'crv ices, supplios
d t t · n '1-)'" il\,';,x'dcd to rOCfional indu"trv if a.vi1ilable)an cons .rue-lO ~~ ... ~ ~
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and there is, therefore, a multiplier effect likely to
take place which will result in this local or state funding
paying sizable dividends to the local companies. Even
considering these facts, however, it is generally conceded
that the local tax revenue is of major cost to the middle
income family.
Because of the graduated income tax, the usual implica-
tion of paying for a new program through the federal budget
is that the higher income groups pay more than their just
share. In this case, due to the higher expenditures for
high pollution activities connected with sales to the
higher income groups, it might be that this would be the
most proper course to follow over the short run.
There is also the possibility of increasing corporate
taxes to pay for pollution abatement. If taxes were
increased, however, corporations are unlikely to reduce
profits, but will tend to pass on thc increase to the
consumer. Corporate managars have this principal and
continuing pressure from shareholders in" erested in seeing
their investment grow. These ~~amG manager~3 might bE:' ardent
conservaLionif3ts, but their manasrcrL:l1 heads are in t11G
craek bctvlecn the need to clean up our waterways, and the
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desire of the shareholdGr to receive higher dividends, or
see the total net worth of his investment grow. Since
these people report to the shareholders, the continuation
of the profits will be much more germane to job security
than the contribution of the ·company to environmental safety.
Res~lts of Funding through the Price Sy~tem. One
method of determining diseconomy resulting from industry
paying their own bill for pollution control is that called
Input/~utput Analysis.? In this way we can readily determine
the interactions between industry segments brought about
by a change in consumer demand. The final demand change
might wall result if prices were increased to pay for
pollution control.
Three industry segments have been examinod to illustrate
possible impacts. ~ley include, food and kindred products,
chemicals and selected chemical products, and apparel.
These were chosen since each~directly or indirectly, is
involved in significant polluting activity. The assumptions
of this analysis are:
1. Price increases to off::;ct p<:lymen t. for pollution
abatement devicc~ cau~e a decrea~e in final dcm~nd for
the produc t .
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2. Thc price change takes place over a short period
of time.
3. There are no offsetting increases of sales in
othcr indu~try segments which would be requisite as
providers of abatement devices.
4. Basic economic structural change has not
occurred since the 1958 Input/Output tables used in these
illustrations.
The latter two assumptions can be challenged, but are
made for the sake of simplicity. There would, obviously,
be increases in some industrial demand if pollution
abatement were imposed over the short run. What changes
would occur would be the subject of a tedious and sizable
study and should be made by government, academic, and
industrial planners. Structural changes in the economy
are, of CQurse, taking place, but the matrix used herein
is the latest used by government economic planners.
These illustrations will be less in total dollar
value which would be expected in 1970, since the Gross
National Product was about $600 million in the 1958 tables,S
as compared with an expected $980 mi.llion this year. (An
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increase of about 65%). Keep in mind, then, that specific
sector losses would be higher than those listed by about
two-thirds in today's economy.
Should increased costs decrease demond and lower
personnel consumption expenditures for food and kindred
products by one percent, those industries lose $610 million.
Since food has a multiplier of 2.61, that is to say, for
each $1 change in demand for food, there is a total change
of $2.61 to all industry, U.S. economy would suffer a
decline of almost $1.6 billion. Table 1 ~hOW5 only
those segments which would lose sales greater than 1.2
percent of their total output as a result of the one
percent lOss in the food industry.
Food products are, of course, considered an inelastic
commodity. As such, a decline in quality demand of
one percent may be unlikely, however, there is little
question that shifts from luxury to staples would result
from a price increase. The results would vary, but just
how cannot be demonstrated through the presently available
Input/Output Matrix.
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TABLE 1
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS
1% reduction in personal consumption expenditures -
$610 million
Industry
Misc. Fabricated Textiles
Drugs,Cleaning, and Toiletries
Metal Containers
Stumpings, Screw Machine Products
and Bolts
Other fabricated metals
Glass and glass products
Paperboard and boxes
Paper
Wooden containers
Forestry and fisheries
Rubber and misc. plastics
Livestock and live~;tock products
Misc. agricultural product8
Chemicals and selected chemical products
Chemicals, fertilizers, minerals
Petroleum
Electricity, gas, water
Coal mining
Transportation and wharehouse
Auto repair and service
Wholesale and retail
Finance and insurance
Commun :i.ca t ion ~
BusinCES services
Maint. and repair construction
Dollars (106 )
1.9
3.8
18.9
3.5
3.7
8.2
1.4
18.1
1.9
3.8
5.5
226.3
121. 9
16.7
.8
15.2
10.9
2.2
49.9
6.5
52.7
15.5
5.8
33.5
13.8
~-'---~-"-----
Sub-t.otal
Total (Abov(; plu.:>
all other industry
segments)
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642.4
$1592.1
rChemicals and selected chemical products show a
different pattern of impact on other industries.
Simultaneously, they show a relatively small total dollar
loss to economy. It should be noted that: this segment
provides relatively little to final demand~-rather performs
an intermedia~activitywithin the total economy, e.g.,
only about three percent of the chemical industry's output
becomes direct consumer sales. Therefore, interactions
of expenditure for chemicals are much more related to
food, app~rel, textiles, footwear. drugp, etc. (all of
which sell overwhelmingly to final demand) than to direct
consumer sales of chemicals.
Nonetheless, a sales drop of $1 in chemicals will
cause, $2.33 loss in total sales. Would the planner have
considered that each dollar loss in chemictlls would cause
a nickel loss in paper sales, a, dime loss in petroleum
sales, or a nickel loss in sales of water, gas, and
electricity? Table 2 displays the major losses, and,
furthermore, for a 5% loss in direct finul demand shoVls
t,hat fOl' each ~~l 10'S!": in cnemici:i.ls, a $2.33 total
economic loss ensues.
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TABLE 2
CHEMICALS AND SELBCTED CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
5% reduction in ~inal Demand - $126 million
Industry
MLSC. fabricated textiles
Drugs, cleaning and toiletries
Special industrial equipment
Metal containers
Primary nonferrous mettals
Nonferrous mining
Iron mining
Stone and clay mining
Paperboard and boxes
Paper
Dollars (106 )
.5
2.4
1.8
1.4
4.6
1.6
1.2
.6
1.6
4-.2
Forestry ana fisheries
Paints
Plastics
Chemicals and fertilizers
Petroleum refining
Electricity, gas, water
Coal mining
Sub-total
'l'otal
(Above plus all
other indu[~try
segments)
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.4
.8
4.1
5.2
11.1
6.8
__1.8
49.9
$293.6
As a final example, apparel has been chosen. In
washing natural fabric raw material and in dying of any
materials, hard to remove p0llutants are added to our
problem. Increased prices cause a 5% reduction in
personal conswnption expenditures for clothing, the direct:
loss equals $744 million in sales.
TABLE 3
APPAREL
5% reduction in Personal Consumption
Expenditures = $744 million
Industry
Misc. fabricated textiles
Misc. manufacturing
Paperboard and boxes
Forestry and fisheries
Misc. textiles
Broad and narrow fabrics, yarn and
thread mills
Leather
Pla~Jtics
Sub-total
Dollars (106 )
14.0
19.7
12.3
9.4
18.1
394.0
3.3
S.l
Total (l-\hNC $.18()7 . 2
plus all ot:hcr
industry segments)
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Total economic losses are $1.8 billion. Examine the more heav-
ily hit industries--what are the overall results in
diseconomies to the nation?
This incomplete I/O analysis does not pretend to give
definite answers to anyone aspect of the pollution problem.
Rather, the goal has been to highlight representative
cross-functional results of a change in demand which would
result from any activity of the. consumer public, governmental
agency or industrial segment of our economic structure.
The point, then, is that if demand change assumptions
are within reasonable expectations, the impact is as
shown in Tables 1 - 3 for these particular industries.
Offsetting the~e declines, of course, would be the
accelerator effects of spending within the industry
segments which supply pollution control and abatement aevices.
Who are these organizations? Quite a number are the same
as those who stand to lose demand from the decrease of
final demand from a given industry sector.
Well, then, why even exercise at the changes? Simply
this, the plant. which loses demand from the decline in
consumer buyin9" of the final product and the plant which
enjoys the increase in demand for pollution devices are
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-------_._----
usually not one, but two or more, physically separate,
technically different, and thus, not wholly economically
comparable. The geogra.phic and technologic shifts in
demand will cause disruption and diseconomy of action which
cannot be equated so easily. Perhaps an example would
illuminate the point better. A food processor obtains his
equipment from the special equipment and light meta18
industrial segments under today's regimen. TI1C imposition
of pollution control and abatement by law and public action
may push his purchases toward increased purchases of basic
chemicals, stone and clay mining, etc. The resultant is
obviously another whole chain of dependent events through
the r/o matrix, changing demands, dollar flows, and
production pressures. This writer has not attempted to
follow such a tracing of potential events, but only points
to them as warning signals for government and industrial
planners. Pollution has seriously upset our ecologic
environment; will control. and abatement seriously upset
our economic environment?
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUS IONS
Planning must take into account all known variables;
must project all disciplines into the future. Final
recommendations of planners must incorporate the very
best thinking of all available sources. These recommenda-
tions will, of course, depend on the particular viewpoint
of the planner--major government, local government, large
corporation, small company, multi-regional, town or
precinct--but each must consider all aspects of the problem
if they. really intend to contribute to a Docial goal of
environmental improvement.
Most simply put, a planner must consider some or all
of these factors:
1. Who is the pollut.er--inc1ustry, municipality,
casual (yachtsmen, sport fishermen, campers, etc.), or
agriculturaliS't?
2. ls data available on which to base an action
decision? If not, can data be olrtained?
3. How should abatement: or control be funded?
v.YJ1at affect will this have on the toted. economy of the
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country, local area, or industry? Especially mindful should
be the large corporation and federal government planners.
As was illustrated in Chapte.r V, the change in total
United States economy may well be more far-reaching than
thought. For the corporate planner, his future market
strategy may well depend upon these shifts, and so national
funding decisions will bear heavily on his future corporate
position.
4. Will technology change over the period of action
which would change the recommendation for action?
5. What probability exists that political, economic
or institutional change will take place to affect the decision?
The most important question to be asked by a planner
is this: How sensitive is the recommcndution to each of
the- uncertainties involved; nature I s random action;
ignorance of both natural action and technology'e cupabilitiesi
and economic, political, and institutiona.l changes which
may ensue before culmination of the action plan?
Cri t.ical evalua tion by plunners in eac'h of these
areas should result in operations leading to lower
environmental cost (if not environmental improvement)
at a lesser economic cost (if Dot lea~,t near-term co~t),
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while meeting the social ne0d for cleaning up our polluted
waterways. This amounts to sub-optimizing environmental
cost and economic cost with probably sub-optimal, nonetheless
meaningful, cleansing of our waters.
Similar background can be found, similar rationa~e
expressed, and similar results expected from examinations
of air and solid waste pollution problems. Our concern,
as members of society, should be not to decry the situation,
but to insure that national, state and local government
planners, corporation, company and local industry planners
incorporate these thoughts and questiDns in their future
day-to-day operations.
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